
 

Natural Gas EIA Inventory - Preview 

U.S. natural gas July prices held fairly steady throughout Wednesday as cooler weather outlooks before 

fresh storage data from the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) hit the market on Thursday 

morning. 

Previous 96 BCF          Expectation  90 BCF 

Our expectation is if inventory beats expectations, then it implies either weak supply or high demand This 

is bullish for natural gas prices.  

Points to note: 

 Spot gas prices were generally lower on cooler trends in the next few days, particularly in the 

East. The NGI National Spot Gas Average fell 1 cent to $2.58/MMBtu  

 The Nymex July futures contract traded in a tight range of less than a nickel before ultimately 

settling at $2.896, up six-tenths of a cent on the day. The intraday action saw the prompt-month 

move in and out of positive territory as the tug-of-war between cooler outlooks for the end of 

June and mounting storage deficits continued.  

 The Nymex July futures contract traded in a tight range of less than a nickel before ultimately 

settling at $2.896, up six-tenths of a cent on the day. The intraday action saw the prompt-month 

move in and out of positive territory as the tug-of-war between cooler outlooks for the end of 

June and mounting storage deficits continued. 

 

Weather forecasts: 
 

Depending on the exact track of a storm on tap for this weekend, a thorough soaking may occur 

from the Great Lakes to the mid-Atlantic. Dry air may salvage the latter part of the weekend over 

the upper mid-Atlantic, and could keep rain away from central and northern New England, 

AccuWeather said. The warmest part of the period is likely to be Friday to Saturday of this week, 

when highs will be well into the 70s to the lower 80s from Detroit to New York City and well 

into the 80s over the Ohio Valley and lower mid-Atlantic corridor, the forecaster said. 

Given the cooler forecast, most pricing hubs posted losses on the day. In Appalachia, Tetco M3 

delivery dropped 14 cents to $2.42, and Dominion South fell 11 cents to $2.36. New England’s 

Algonquin Citygate was down 12 cents to $2.51. 

 

Levels to watch: 

Symbol  S1  S2  R1  R2 

NG-MCX 197.5 195.2 201.2 205 

NG-Nymex 2.890 2.840 2.991 3.031 
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